






TABLE 1: STANDALONE MOBILE BULLET TRAPS

KMR-600 mobile bullet trap KMB-600 mobile bullet trap

Mobile bullet trap on a whe-
eled dolly and a backstop. 50 
mm anti-ricochet panels in-

stalled on one backstop side. 
Weight: 150 kg
Weight: 150 kg

Mobile bullet trap on a whe-
eled dolly and a backstop. 50 
mm anti-ricochet panels and 
300 mm solid blocks installed 

on one backstop side.
Weight: 345 kg

TABLE II : STANDALONE MOBILE BULLET TRAPS FOR LINEAR DEPLOYMENT

KMD-600 linear bullet 
trap

KMD-600 linear bullet 
traps assembled side by 

side

KMW-600 linear bullet 
trap

KMW-600 linear bullet 
traps assembled side by 

side
BY-PASS BP connector

Standalone bullet trap 
with bolt-on base. 50 mm 
thick anti-ricochet panels 

installed on both back-
stop sides.

KMD-600W standalone 
bullet traps deployed side 

by side using BY-PASS 
connectors.

Standalone bullet trap 
with welded base. 50 mm 
thick anti-ricochet panels 

installed on both back-
stop sides.

KMW-600W standalone 
bullet traps deployed side 

by side using BY-PASS 
connectors.

The BY-PASS connectors 
facilitate linear deploy-
ment of KMD-600 and 
KMW-600W linear bul-

let traps. A single joint be-
tween each bullet trap 
requires two BY-PASS 

connectors.
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TABLE III: "SHOOT HOUSE" DEPLOYMENT BULLET TRAPS

KMS-600W shoot house            
bullet trapp

Linear connector
LL

Angle connector
LK

T-connector
LT

Bullet trap edge guard
ZK

The bullet traps are deployed 
in indoor shooting ranges with 
2.5 m headroom. 50 mm thick 
anti-ricochet panels installed 

on both backstop sides. When 
installed on a floor, each bullet 
trap is braced against the ceil-

ing with props. 
Weight: 227 kg

The linear connector pro-
vides a joint between two                    

KM-600W mobile bullet traps.
Weight: 61 kg

The angle connector provides 
a square (corner) joint be-

tween two KM-600W mobile             
bullet traps.

Weight: 61 kg

The T-connector provides a 
square joint between three 

KM-600W mobile bullet traps 
(with two in a line and one 

square at the line joint).
Weight: 69 kg

The edge guard provides side 
trim for the outer KM-600W 

mobile bullet traps.
Weight: 31 kg
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Mobile bullet traps 
deployed in a lane zone












